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Use of Functional MR to Map Language in Multilingual Volunteers

Oguz Yetkin, F. Zerrin Yetkin, Victor M. Haughton, and Robert W. Cox

PURPOSE: To use functional MR imaging to compare brain activation during processing of
languages in which multilingual volunteers are fluent with brain activation during processing of
languages in which they are not fluent. METHODS: Echoplanar images were obtained for five
right-handed male multilingual subjects who performed a language task in three languages, one of
which was a language in which the subject was not fluent. The functional MR technique included
echoplanar images obtained at 1 per second during cycles of rest and performance of the task,
from which functional images were processed bymeans of cross-correlation analysis. The numbers
of active pixels in each volunteer and for each language were compared. RESULTS: Activation
was noted in the left frontal lobe in all subjects performing language tasks. In each subject, the
number of activated pixels was greatest for the language in which the subject was least fluent.
CONCLUSION: Functional MR imaging shows differences in the processing of different languages
in multilingual volunteer subjects, depending on the level of fluency in the language, and it is an
effective functional imaging method for studying the processing of different languages.
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Functional magnetic resonance (MR) imag-
ing is a noninvasive imaging technique for
studying the organization of cognitive functions
in the brain. Functional MR imaging provides
maps of cerebral activation, which are regis-
tered to anatomic images. Because it is nonin-
vasive, functional MR imaging can be repeated
several times without risk to the subject. The
functional maps of different tasks obtained with
functional MR imaging can be compared with-
out averaging between subjects.
Language organization in the brain has been

studied with positron emission tomography
(PET) (1–6), intraoperative stimulation map-
ping (7–11), and functional MR imaging (12–
15). PET has shown activation in the left pre-
frontal cortex (Broca’s area) caused by word
generation or counting tasks (5). Studies with
intraoperative cortical stimulation in multilin-

gual patients support the hypothesis that differ-
ent groups of neurons may be involved in pro-
cessing different languages. In multilingual
patients, stroke may alter the function of one
but not all languages; this clinical observation
suggests that different languages may be pro-
cessed in different regions in the brain (11). The
language studies reported to date with func-
tional MR imaging have not included multilin-
gual volunteer subjects. The purpose of this
study was to use functional MR imaging to mea-
sure the number of pixels activated during the
processing of languages in which the multilin-
gual volunteer subjects are fluent or nonfluent.

Subjects and Methods
Five right-handed male multilingual volunteer subjects

with no history of neurologic disorder were recruited. Each
subject spoke not only his native language but also a
second language fluently; each subject also had studied a
third language for 2 to 4 years, but he did not regularly
converse in this language (Table 1). In this study, fluent
was defined as speaking the language currently and for at
least 5 years. The two languages in which the subject was
fluent were labeled languages 1 and 2 (language 1 was
always English); each subject’s nonfluent was called lan-
guage 3.
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The protocol for each subject included word-generation
tasks in the native language, the other language in which
he was fluent, and the language in which he was nonfluent.
For the word-generation task (13), the subject was cued
by the investigator with a letter selected randomly from the
alphabet of the selected language, and the subject silently
generated words in that language that began with the letter
until cued by the investigator to stop. In each functional MR
acquisition, three 20-second periods of word generation
were interspersed with four 20-second periods of rest dur-
ing which the subject refrained from thinking of words. The
subjects were instructed in the tasks and rehearsed before
they were scanned. All the subjects were right-handed.
Word generation was performed sequentially with lan-
guages 1 through 3 in each subject.

After signing a consent form and inserting ear plugs,
each subject was positioned in a 1.5-T imager equipped
with a three-axis gradient coil and an end-capped birdcage
receiver coil. A series of seven parallel sagittal anatomic
images was obtained with the following parameters: 600/
20/1 (repetition time/echo time/excitations), spin-echo,
and 10-mm section thickness to encompass the left hemi-
sphere. During each sequence of word generation and rest,
echoplanar images were obtained each second in each of
the seven planes for a total of 140 seconds (13). The
technical factors for each echoplanar image included
1000/40/1, 1-cm section thickness, 64 3 64 matrix,
24-cm field of view, and 40-millisecond acquisition time.
The time course of the signal intensity in each pixel for a
period of 140 seconds was plotted and compared with a

reference function by means of a cross-correlation pro-
gram (16). The reference function used was a modified
square wave with a period of 40 seconds. The first 5
seconds of the time course and the first 5 seconds of each
rest and task period were disregarded in the cross-corre-
lation calculation. The correlation coefficients were calcu-
lated for each pixel. Activated pixels were those for which
the correlation coefficient exceeded .60 (the selected
threshold correlation coefficient for this study). The acti-
vated pixels in the functional images were then overlaid on
the exactly corresponding anatomic reference images by
means of the image-processing program.

Two neuroradiologists evaluated the functional images
overlaid on the anatomic images. The anatomic land-
marks defining the frontal lobe were identified by consen-
sus and by means of the criteria used in previous func-
tional MR imaging studies (17, 18). We tabulated the
number of activated pixels in the frontal and parietal gyri
adjacent to the central sulcus, in the frontal lobe exclusive
of the precentral gyrus, and in the parietal lobe exclusive of
the postcentral gyrus. Pixels outside the frontal and pari-
etal lobes were not counted. An index of activation was
used to compare the number of pixels activated by each
language task in each subject. The index of activation was
calculated as a percentage as follows: (the number of
pixels activated by each language/the total number of
pixels activated by all three languages) 3 100. The signif-
icance of the differences was determined by using Stu-
dent’s t test.

Results

Temporally correlated activation was ob-
served in all experiments, and all images ap-
peared free of motion artifacts. All subjects
claimed to have understood the instructions and
to have performed the word-generation tasks
according to instructions. In all subjects, activa-
tion from the language tasks was observed pri-
marily in the lateral sections (sections 2 and 3)
in the left prefrontal cortex (Fig 1). Most of the

TABLE 1: Languages studied in the multilingual volunteer subjects

Subject Language 1 Language 2 Language 3†

1 English* German Russian
2 English Turkish* Japanese
3 English* Norwegian French
4 English* Norwegian Spanish
5 English Chinese* Japanese

* Native language.
† Language 3 is the language in which the subject is not fluent.

Fig 1. Functional MR images of a volunteer performing silent word generation in his native language (A), in a foreign language in
which he is fluent (B), and in a language in which he is not fluent (C). Most of the activation is observed in prefrontal and frontoparietal
regions. Note the increased number of activated pixels for the language in which the subject is not fluent (C).
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activated pixels were related to the inferior fron-
tal, middle frontal, and precentral gyri.
For all five subjects, the number of activated

pixels was greatest for the language in which the
person was least fluent. The number of pixels
activated in the frontal, frontoparietal, and pa-
rietal corties, respectively, are shown in Table 2.
Activation was also noted in more medial sec-
tions in the frontoparietal cortex and in supple-
mentary motor areas. The average number of
pixels activated by each language is shown in
Figure 2.

The indexes of language activation are shown
in Table 2. The indexes for languages 1 and 2
ranged from 8% to 39%, and from 41% to 68%
for language 3. The average indexes were as
follows: language 1, 25%; language 2, 16%; and
language 3, 59% (Fig 3). The differences be-
tween the third language and the first or the
second language was significant (P , .001, Stu-
dent’s t test). The differences between lan-
guages 1 and 2 were not significant. The index
for language 1 was higher than the index for
language two in four subjects. The second lan-
guage in which the subject was fluent had a
higher index than that of the native language in
three subjects.

TABLE 2: Number of activated pixels in each volunteer from each language

Subject Language Frontal Frontoparietal Parietal Total Index, %

1 1 8 11 1 20 39
2 0 10 0 10 20
3 3 17 1 21 41

2 1 0 6 0 6 18
2 0 5 0 5 15
3 5 16 2 23 68

3 1 1 9 2 12 16
2 6 13 1 20 26
3 13 31 0 44 58

4 1 7 9 1 17 23
2 2 5 0 7 10
3 27 22 0 49 67

5 1 4 15 0 19 29
2 0 5 0 5 8
3 20 21 0 41 63

Fig 2. Graph shows the average number of pixels activated by
each of three languages in the frontal, frontoparietal, and parietal
regions.

Fig 3. Average activation indexes for the three languages in
the subjects.
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Discussion

This study suggests that functional MR imag-
ing can show differences in the organization of
different languages in a multilingual person.
The results of this pilot study are consistent with
this previously untested hypothesis: in a multi-
lingual person, language in which the person is
not fluent produces more cerebral activation
than does a language in which the person is
fluent. More pixels were activated when the sub-
ject was not fluent than when the subject was
fluent. Published results indicate that during
craniotomy in multilingual patients, regions of
the brain are identified in which cortical stimu-
lation may interrupt functioning in one language
but not in another (11). Our results are similar in
that the regions of brain activated by the differ-
ent languages do not overlap completely. A
PET study of bilingual subjects, fluent in two
languages, showed nearly equal activation in
the left inferior frontal region from the two lan-
guages (6), results that are similar to those in
our study. The lower amount of brain activation
needed for a language task conducted in the
fluent language can be compared with the re-
sults of a PET study that showed that brain
glucose metabolism from complex visuospa-
tial-motor tasks decreases as facility increases
(19).
The frontal lobe regions activated in our study

correspond well to regions activated in previous
PET studies (1–6). We did not find a significant
difference between the native language and the
other language in which the subject was fluent,
but our study design was not optimized for this
purpose. The order of the languages tasks was
not randomized in this study. Practice effects
are known to decrease activation in PET imag-
ing. The decrease in activation seen in most
subjects performing the second language task
may be evidence of a practice effect. English
was performed first on the assumption that for
all the subjects, it was the most used language.
We elected to have the word generation per-
formed silently to minimize the artifacts that
occur with audible word generation (13). There-
fore, accurate performance of the task was not
verified, but our subjects claimed to have com-
plied with the instructions. Differences in the
organization of language functions in the brains
of male and female subjects have been shown
with functional MR imaging (15), so to minimize
test variables, all our subjects were male. The

languages included were intentionally diverse to
minimize biases caused by language selection.
The functional MR imaging techniques for iden-
tifying activated pixels have been used exten-
sively, but thresholds, language tasks, and
technical parameters may not have been opti-
mized. Eye movements that may contribute to
artifacts were not monitored, but the activation
identified does not correspond to eye move-
ment fields or the usual location of motion arti-
facts. The language tasks used in functional MR
imaging are not precisely defined in behavioral
terms. No precise measure of fluency or the
speed of word generation was attempted.
In summary, functional MR imaging in multi-

lingual subjects seems to measure more activa-
tion in the cerebral processing of languages in
which a subject is not fluent than in the cerebral
processing of languages in which the subject is
fluent. Although the results of this study are
preliminary, they are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that activation decreases as profi-
ciency in a language increases. Functional MR
imaging provides an important new tool for
studying language functions in patients or in
healthy subjects.
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